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Argonaut Resources has overwhelming response to
SPP with target more than doubled to $2.5 million
Argonaut Resources NL (ASX:ARE) is overwhelmed by the response to its
share purchase plan which has closed early and more than twice
oversubscribed with the target subsequently increased to $2.5 million from $1.2
million.
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By late Friday the company had received subscriptions in excess of $3 million
and as a result, the SPP was closed with immediate effect.
Pro-rata scale back
Along with increasing the SPP target size, the board decided to undertake a
pro-rata scale back in respect of the balance amount over-subscribed.

Share Information

Any excess application monies without interest will be refunded to those whose
applications are affected by the scale-back.
Director and CEO Lindsay Owler said the board was pleased by the strong
shareholder support and thanked those who contributed to the SPP.
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Use of funds
Money raised under this SPP and from the recently completed $2.7 million
share placement will be used to:
Drill test copper targets at the 100%-held Murdie Project in South
Australia. The copper targets at Murdie are gravity anomalies in the
style of BHP's high-grade Oak Dam discovery, 45 kilometres to the
northwest;
Complete a scoping economic study of the Nyungu copper-cobalt
deposit at Lumwana West in Northwestern Zambia; and
For working capital.
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Website: www.argonautresources.com
Company Synopsis:
Argonaut Resources NL (ASX:ARE) has
commenced drilling at the giant Torrens
copper-gold anomaly at Lake Torrens in
South
Australia.
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"Exciting stage in price cycle"
Owler said: "Funds raised will be applied to copper exploration and development during an exciting stage in the copper
price cycle.
"Argonaut is preparing to drill several deep holes into gravity targets at the 100% held Murdie copper project in South
Australia, nearby to BHP's spectacular Oak Dam discovery and Oz Mineral's newly commissioned Carrapateena
copper mine."
Zambian test-work
"Additionally, Argonaut has restarted scoping metallurgical test-work on its 90% held Nyungu copper-cobalt deposit at
Lumwana West in north-western Zambia," Owler said.
"Work commencing in 2020 includes leach test-work and oxidation test-work which will be followed by solvent
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extraction/electro-winning tests.
"Test results will provide data for a scoping economic study which will consider three different processing routes for
Nyungu copper-cobalt mineralisation.
"The company is excited about its impending exploration and feasibility work, particularly given the strong potential for
results to drive the company's share price during this rising copper market."
Additional funds raised from the larger than expected SPP uptake will be used to provide greater financial flexibility to
fast-track work on these projects.
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Proactive Investors facilitate the largest global investor network across 4 continents in 4 languages. With a team of analysts
journalists & professional investors Proactive produce independent coverage on 1000's of companies across every sector for private
investors,
private
client
brokers,
fund
managers
and
international
investor
communities.
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No investment advice
The Company is a publisher. You understand and agree that no content published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security,
portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You understand that the Content on the Site is
provided for information purposes only, and none of the information contained on the Site constitutes an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell a
security. You understand that the Company receives either monetary or securities compensation for our services. We stand to benefit from any volume which
any Content on the Site may generate.
You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, advisability,
value, suitability or profitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including Company-related
products, and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that
contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases
where the position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and
agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price
and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such
calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be
selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The Site does not, and is not intended to, provide investment, tax, accounting, legal or insurance advice, and is not and should not be construed as
providing any of the foregoing. You should consult an attorney or other relevant professional regarding your specific legal, tax, investment or other needs as
tailored to your specific situation.
In exchange for publishing services rendered by the Company on behalf of Argonaut Resources NL named herein, including the promotion by the Company of
Argonaut Resources NL in any Content on the Site, the Company receives from said issuer annual aggregate cash compensation in the amount up to Twenty
Five
Thousand
dollars
($25,000).
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